
 > Real-time detection  
of verbal aggression  
before it escalates to 
physical aggression 

 > Edge based sound 
analytics – No central 
servers or continuous 
streaming needed

 > Dynamic event inte-
gration with all major 
video management 
software platforms

 > Privacy protection by 
only in-camera sound 
analysis

 > Distinguishes 
potential incident 
sounds from 
background noise 

Seeing is believing. 
But hearing may save lives.

Embedded sound detection solutions 
from Sound Intelligence and Axis improve 
realtime video surveillance effectiveness by:
> Converting passive surveillance to active surveillance

 - Help operators direct immediate attention to 
potential incidents

 - Remote verification of potential incidents
 - Fewer resources can efficiently manage more 

cameras

> Saving lives and costs
 - Early detection of verbal aggression before it 

escalates to physical aggression which mitigates 
post-trauma cost

 - Deterrent to potential perpetrators which will 
lower incident statistics and save costs

 - Perceived increase in personal safety for staff leads 
to higher quality of work life 

> Expediting remote assistance for vulnerable or 
exposed locations

Incidents happen. People become aggravated and sometimes lose control. 
Sounds can be the first sign of an escalating hostile act and therefore can 
be used to alert security attention and to steer network video systems in 
various ways. 

Axis partner solution note

Sound detection – A new way to improve 
surveillance efficiency in real time
Sound detection is an advanced real-time audio analytic 
that filters out background noise to identify potential 
incidents such as verbal aggression, gun shots and 
breaking glass. If detected, it will trigger an alarm to 
security operators for efficient incident management. 

Advanced Audio Analytics from Sound Intelligence is a 
solution that is embedded directly in Axis cameras through 
AXIS Camera Application Platform (ACAP) – making 
each camera an intelligent sound recognition device. 
No central server is required and video is streamed only 
when triggered by an audio event – reducing bandwidth 
consumption and system costs. More importantly, only 
sound characteristics are examined, not speech content, 
so the system is language independent and improves 
privacy protection because no continuous recording of 
audio or video is needed anymore.



Summary 
Axis network cameras, with embedded Advanced Audio Analytics from Sound Intelligence, enable early detection of 
verbal aggression, gun shots and breaking glass. Cameras can then send an alert and stream real-time video footage 
to operators and early responders – saving lives and diffusing dangerous situations before they escalate. 

©2015  Axis Communications AB. AXIS COMMUNICATIONS, AXIS, ETRAX, ARTPEC and VAPIX are registered trademarks or trademark applications of Axis AB 
in various jurisdictions. All other company names and products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. We reserve the right 
to introduce modifications without notice.
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Why Sound 
Intelligence?
> Worldwide leader in 

advanced audio analytics

> The largest audio database 
in the industry

> Solutions running 
embedded on Axis camera

> Easy integration

> Compatible with all major 
VMS brands

 
www.soundintel.com

Why Axis?
> Worldwide #1 in network 

video, the world’s leading 
expert 

> Proven installations across 
all continents 

> Broadest product portfolio 
in the industry 

> The largest installed base 
of network video products 

> Over 30 years of networ-
king excellence 

When embedded audio analytics detects sound patterns  for characteristics of aggression, glass break or gun shots, 
the system will trigger the camera to stream real-time video footage to a control room or mobile device. 

Why network 
video?
> Superior image quality

> Remote accessibility 

> Easy, future-proof  
integration 

> Scalability and flexibility 

> Cost-effectiveness 

> Distributed intelligence 

> Proven technology 
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Integrated sound detection in video 
surveillance is a significant benefit for: 
Public Transport 
Staff and passengers are exposed to potential vulnerable 
situations where disorderly behavior, aggression and 
intoxication can be involved. Early aggression detection 
can reduce the possibility of violent confrontation and 
alert operators when additional assistance is required 
for initial responders.

Prisons and Correctional Facilities 
Due to the nature of correctional facility environments, 
prisoner conflicts as well as staff confrontations are 
inevitable. Often, inmates deliberately avoid the camera 

eye to avoid detection. Audio, as a complementary 
sensor in video surveillance, has broader area coverage 
and can detect early verbal aggression - saving inmate 
lives and ensuring staff safety. 

Small stores at night
Lone staff workers at night are exposed to potential 
intoxication, disorderly behavior, aggression and armed 
robbery situations. Integrated audio analytics can help 
increase staff security as well as act as a deterrent for 
potential perpetrators. And when the shop is closed at 
night, Advanced Audio Analytics in Axis cameras can 
detect the sound of breaking glass for early burglary 
intervention.

System architecture


